May exhibition

Fred Torres, grandson of the late Minnie Pwerle
and son of Barbara Weir will launch “UTOPIA –
from the eyes of Fred and family” on Friday May 8.
This is a true blockbuster of an exhibition! Some
historic pieces by Minnie, a huge Emily Pwerle,
some Emily Kame Kngwarreye’s plus others from
Fred’s family will compete with the very first release
of Gloria Petyarre’s 2012 series of Aknangkere
Growth paintings. Don’t miss this exhibition!
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The current exhibition at the Nevada Art
Museum showcases the works of 9 senior
Aboriginal men. We are very proud to have
provided the Tommy Mitchell painting that
its owner describes as a seminal piece. It is
uplifting to see such passion and enthusiasm
from the USA for our Aboriginal art. View the
documentary about the exhibition and Chasing
Warlimpirrnga at http://goo.gl/8Pd3Ym
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Murdie

A quote from the Seattle client who bought #4 from 85yo Murdie Nampijinpa Morris’s Two Dog
Dreaming exhibition “Crazy about it, Euan!! Colors great and texture too. She painted with a fully
loaded brush and there’s some work underneath. We both really like it and coming stretched and
ready to hang a distinct bonus.” The response to our video of this show was terrific! There’s still a
good selection left for you to choose from.

Anjolu

MAY 2015

As mentioned last month, we were recently honoured
to be offered the remaining stock of the late Heather
Umbagai’s paintings. This major body of work is well
priced and is now up on our website looking amazing!

Dennis Nona

Our first archival release of 41 of Dennis’s works had a
HUGE reception. The imminent release of another 70
archived works should come as a surprise! We had
not even seen many of these works ourselves despite
having worked with this eminent Torres Strait Islander
artist for over 10 years.

New stock

Ronnie Tjampitjinpa is all the rage but watch out for his nephew Joseph Zimran Jangala from Haasts
Bluff. His latest major painting has all the hallmarks of him reaching stardom! New Tiwi Islander pieces
that have recently arrived include an “Off to the Footy” by Debbie Coombes, a shooting star painting
by her sister Karina Coombes, a Susan Wanji Wanji and a Francesca Purantatameri. Also to hand
are local paintings by Mick Quilliam, Warlpiri paintings by Alma Nungarrayi Granites and Mary Anne
Michaels Nampijinpa and some lovely Pintupi paintings by Maisie Campbell Napaltjarri. See them on
our stock works pages.
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Ronnie
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nephew

AM 11289/15
Joseph Tjangala Zimran
Waru - Bushfire Dreaming 2015
Acrylic on linen 1820 x 2440mm $14000
This painting depicts the dreaming handed
down to Joseph from his father, Smithy
Tjampitjinpa Zimran, who originated from the
Walungurru (Kintore) area. It depicts three
massive bushfires travelling parallel with each
other cutting through the landscape, leaving
giant black scars as they burn through the
tinder dry scrub spread across the sand dunes.

